
Datex FootPrint® 3PL WMS provides an optional web portal to enable clients of third 

party logistics providers access to online data on a 24/7/365 basis.  Third party logistics clients are 

able to view orders, shipments, inventory, invoices and attachments and can even run customized 

reports.  Easy to use, the Datex ePortal provides immediate online data access and can be 

restricted to ensure that 3PL clients view only their company information.  By using the ePortal, 

3PL clients will be able to access whatever information they find necessary without requesting help 
resulting in increased client satisfaction without additional labor and operating costs.

Customer Internet Portal

Datex FootPrint® WMS ePortal

Upload Orders

View Orders

View Shipments

View Containers

Main Features:

Inbound / Outbound Operations:

By Material

By Lot

Material Inquiry:

3PL Invoice Creation

3PL Invoice Payment History Viewing

3PL Invoicing:

View Reports

Create Custom Reports

Reporting:

View Tasks

Initiate Owner Transfers

Warehouse Activities:

Datex FootPrint® ePortal can be customized for each one of your customers 

allowing you to decide the type of information that you want your customers 

to see. As the manager of the system, you will be able to see more extensive 

information resembling the desktop portion of your WMS.satisfaction without 

additional labor and operating costs.

Outstanding Features:

Runs off Microsoft active server pages

Interfaces with Datex FootPrint® suite or your current order management solution

Unlimited number of users



Maximizing web based and remote connectivity
The reporting tool allows you to create any type of report in the system and place them in any section of the portal 

providing your customers with easier access to the information. These reports can then be accessed on a regular basis 

obtaining the latest information available each time.
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Reduced operating and labor costs

Increased client satisfaction

Provides clients the ability to make changes 
themselves immediately

Creates the ability for clients to act directly on 
their decisions

Saves time

Benefits

Customer Internet Portal

View Inventory:

View and upload inbound
and outbound orders


